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Good morning,
I believe lockout laws and the 3am cease on the sale of alcohol should be lifted, and I will
explain why shortly. Though I do think stopping the sale of take away alcohol after 10pm is fair
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only because a group or an individual can plan their nights in advance and stock up, there
shouldn't be a need to have access to take away alcohol 24/7. I feel more negative could come
from lifting the 10pm stop on take away alcohol, as people could be removed from venues
from showing signs of being too intoxicated but then have every chance to still get their hands
on take away alcohol. Take away alcohol also encourages people to drive under the influence if
they were to run out.
I agree to lift lockout laws and the 3am cease on sale of alcohol in pubs and clubs, and here's
why
I think a city thrives on their night life as well as there day life, all the big beautiful cities around
the world are so big and beautiful because they have big hard money pushing business during
the day and a relaxed music and arts culture at night. I believe a city should never sleep, and I
feel most people think the same. A city is all about the hustle and bustle, that's what I
love about being in the city.
Sydney needs to show It's residents and their tourist what an amazing city we really are, we
should be moving forward in the world in all areas but once one area such as Sydney's night
life starts falling back, we start to lose the race.
Sydney is smart beautiful and so talented, it deserves to be shown off. Don't let the small
minority ruin it for the majority.
Harsher penalties for dangerous behaviour is what really should be pushed in this argument.
Maybe even a review of the venues service of alcohol serving alcohol to those involved in the
king hit killers, shouldn't they also be held responsible for the deaths and injuries of alcohol
fuelled violence? Shouldn't that be put up the magnifying glass?
Don't punish the innocent but harsher punishment for the guilty.
Prohibition never works, that is only trying to hide a problem. All problems can be fixed if it's
put out there to be fixed.
Please Lift lockout laws and 3am cease as people's future depend on it.
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It's all a cycle of growth....I could go on to explain everyone involved in this cycle of growth but
use your head, we are all smart enough to know that there is a long chain affected by these
lockouts and cease of alcohol sales.
How can a city thrive when the streets run dry...
Sydney should be moving forward to being the best city in the world, adopting characteristics
of some of the greatest cities such as Japan, Berlin, Vancouver and New York.
Please help keep Sydney open. WE ALL need this.
Sincerely,
Rebeka Theodis a proud resident of Sydney
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